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HarperCollins Publishers, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 1. 14 x 21 cm. "When you're the
middle kid, it's always your fault. When someone cries it's your fault, dies, farts, burps, you name it,
it's your fault. Always your dang fault. So here's my story of how I, Charlie C. Cooper got rid of the
stigma of middle kid, beat the pants off the school meanie, and discovered the super-cool and
super-secret hidden tunnels of Mr. Harry Houdini. Seriously, true story. And it all begins right here.
Right now." CONFESSIONS OF A SO-CALLED MIDDLE CHILD stars the hilariously fresh Charlie Cooper
as she tries to ditch her middle child reputation and make cool friends at her new school in Los
Angeles. But being cool isn't as easy as it looks-Charlie has to face down the mean girls and decide
between right and wrong once and for all when she learns the terrible truth behind Marta the
Farta's bad attitude and loner status. And Charlie has to do it all in turquoise Doc Marten boots! This
is the tween (and American) version of ANGUS, THONGS, AND FULL-FRONTAL SNOGGING! Ages:8-12.
Paperback.
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The ideal book i actually read. It is one of the most awesome pdf i have study. I am just happy to tell you that this is basically the best book i have study in
my own life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Nettie Leuschke-- Nettie Leuschke

Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i
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